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RESOLVE ACQUIRES GROUND ADJACENT TO TSX-GTT and NW OF TSX-NNA
Vancouver, British Columbia - Resolve Ventures Inc. (“Resolve” or the "Company")
(TSXV: RSV) is pleased to announce it has acquired for staking costs, two sets of claims
located in British Columbia.
One set of claims is located west and northwest of New Nadina (TSX-NNA) located
near Smithers, BC. NNA announced on October 27, 2017 a major intercept, “…a 261metre interval from 555 to 816 metres (open to depth)…”.
The other set of claims are adjacent GT GOLD (TSX-GTT) Tatogga gold discoveries, near
Iskut BC, the ground is located on the North side of GTT ground.
Both claim groups are in the prolific Golden Triangle.
Further updates on these staking acquisitions will be announced as they become
available.
About the Company
Resolve Ventures is a Canadian based mineral exploration company committed to
building long term value through strategic property acquisitions.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This document may contain or refer to forward-looking information based on current expectations,
including, but not limited to the development, commencement and completion of future exploration or
project development programs and the impact on the Company of these events. Forward-looking
information is subject to significant risks and uncertainties, as actual results may differ materially from
forecasted results. Forward-looking information is provided as of the date hereof and we assume no
responsibility to update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances. For a detailed list of risks
and uncertainties relating to Resolve, please refer to the Company's prospectus filed on its SEDAR profile
at www.sedar.com.
Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the
policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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